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Providence petrels soar over Lord Howe
Island at dusk. Once abundant on Norfolk
Island, some 900 km away, these burrowing
birds were hunted to local extinction there
in the late 1700s. Now, more than 220 years
later, plans are underway to re-establish
a breeding colony on Norfolk Island.
Photo: Anicee Lombal
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The providence petrel – so named because its presence helped save
unfortunates sent to colonise Norfolk Island in the late 18th century
from starvation. Its scientific name (Pterodroma solandri) honours
botanist Daniel Solander, so it is sometimes also called Solander’s petrel.
Photo: Anicee Lombal

These unassuming birds approach in response to ‘war whoops’, which they
mistake for mating calls. This behaviour no doubt hastened their demise
on Norfolk. Photo: Anicee Lombal

If someone told you that human calls could act as powerful sexual advertisement, making
dozens of birds climb you in a noisy dance, you’d probably be sceptical. That was exactly how
Anicee Lombal felt, too – before she first met a providence petrel (Pterodroma solandri).

A

t the base of Mount Gower, the main nesting site of this
seabird species on Lord Howe Island, natural historian
Ian Hutton explains that the providence petrel is part of a
group of four Pterodroma species that respond strongly to human
calls, especially during courtship and incubation. Vocal lures
such as ‘war-whoops’ are recommended for locating the nests
and enabling researchers to band birds without disturbing their
burrows. Unfortunately, this ‘naïve’ behaviour makes these birds
an easy target.
Providence petrels, like most small species in the family
Procellariidae, nest in burrows or crevices 1–3 m deep. They
return to their nesting sites exclusively by night, being absent
from the colony by daylight. For these nocturnal, pelagic, burrowdwelling petrels, calling behaviour plays an important role in
mate attraction and communication within colonies. Earlier
hypotheses suggest that these burrow-nesting habits relate to
predator avoidance, as the nests of small procellariiformes are
vulnerable to predation by land mammals. Many species nest
in inaccessible areas, such as on cliffs and remote islands as a
result. Unfortunately, that was not enough to prevent European
settlers hunting this species to the point of extirpation on
Norfolk Island in the late 1700s.

‘The convicts, senseless and
improvident, not only destroyed
the bird, its young and its egg, but
also the hole in which it burrowed.’

reduced the population of providence petrels on Norfolk by
harvesting them for food.
Huge numbers of providence petrels were killed within a few
years. More than 170,000 birds were eaten in the period from
April to July 1790 alone. As a result of this human predation –
and coupled with the introduction of feral cats, rats, mice and
pigs to the island – there are no records of the providence petrel
on Norfolk Island after 1795.

Bringing petrels back
The local extirpation of providence petrels had a severe impact
on the terrestrial ecosystem of Norfolk Island. The reduction in
guano resulted in a deficiency of soil phosphorus, leading to
Norfolk Island pines being affected by root-rotting fungus. To
reduce the extinction risk of providence petrels, and to provide
key nutrients for the regeneration of threatened native forests
and associated species, such as the emblematic Norfolk Island
green parrot, a plan to re-establish a colony of providence
petrels on Norfolk Island has been proposed, using breeding
pairs from Lord Howe Island. However, there were concerns
the translocation might erode the distinctiveness of the nearby
Phillip Island population, discovered in 1986, as individuals from
it exhibit a specific nocturnal behavioural adaptation.

Recent colonisation or relict?
During the first part of my PhD research, I used genetic data to
examine population dynamics and connectivity of populations
on Lord Howe Island and Phillip Island. I also quantified the
age of divergence between populations in order to assess the
maximum possible time over which behavioural differences
(diurnal vs. nocturnal return to nest) developed. That knowledge
was essential for evaluating the genetic risks associated with
re-establishing this native species on Norfolk Island, some
900 km from the Lord Howe population. Genetic homogeneity
between colonies revealed that the Phillip Island population
likely represented a recent colonisation from Lord Howe Island,
rather than a relic population from the geographically closer,
but now extinct, Norfolk population. Previous studies have
shown that Pterodroma individuals that arrive at the colony by
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Around a million breeding pairs once nested on Norfolk Island.
But the species is now IUCN-listed as Vulnerable due to its
restricted breeding range. Today, the only significant breeding
locality of this species (approximately 32,000 breeding pairs)
is Lord Howe Island, a small island off the eastern coast of
Australia, some 600 km northeast of Sydney. Following European
settlement on the island in the late 1700s, humans rapidly
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Even when handled, they are remarkably docile. Photo: Toby Hudson.

day use smell to locate and identify their burrows by night.
The finding implies that all petrels are able to return to their
burrows at night if they wish, and that individuals alter their
behaviour to environmental conditions without requiring genetic
adaptation. Hence, it is likely that petrels from Lord Howe Island
changed their behaviour once on Phillip Island. Considering
the establishment of providence petrels on Phillip Island began
in the 1800s, this behaviour may be a recent adaptation to the
presence of hawks on the island at European settlement.
The results provide a practical case study for maximising
resilience of seabird species using molecular tools. The lack
of genetic divergence between the two colonies reduces the
risk that genetic novelty will be lost if we translocate some

Providence petrel at Mt Gower, Lord Howe Island. Photo: Toby Hudson

individuals to Norfolk Island. In fact, we can expect additional
gene flow by way of prospectors from Lord Howe Island to
Phillip Island in the near future.

Animals that seek to colonise
new islands or environments
are known as ‘prospectors’.
Prospectors are more likely to
colonise places where others of
their species are known to mate.

Photo: Bea Pierce

Norfolk Island (above) was colonised by Europeans shortly after the First Fleet’s arrival in Port Jackson, when Lieutenant Philip Gidley
King was dispatched in the Supply to establish a settlement, arriving in March 1788. With its tall pines and fertile, volcanic soil,
Norfolk was considered a potential site for shipbuilding, farming to supply Sydney Cove, and for detaining ‘maximum security’
convicts. Later that same year, the HMS Sirius, the flagship of the First Fleet, was wrecked on the coast of the island with a cargo
of convicts from Sydney. In March 1790, a sailor who had arrived on the vessel wrote: ‘when we arrived at the [nesting sites],
we would nock up a fier [sic] and wait till the birds begin to fall … By calculation there would not be less than 12 or 14 hundred
destroyed of a night. When they begin to drop, we would go down into the valles [sic], and the more we hollowed “ho, ho, ho”,
the birds would come running, crying out “ke, ke, ke”, thinking it was their mate or their young, and by that means every man
would take home what he thought sufficient in his knapsack’.
In 1791, an officer of the same ship added: ‘three or four thousand birds have been sometimes killed in one night. The convicts,
senseless and improvident, not only destroyed the bird, its young and its egg, but also the hole in which it burrowed’.
David Collins wrote of the dire situation of the convicts on Norfolk in An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales,
Volume 2: ‘What their situation might have been but for the providential supply of birds which they met with, it was impossible to
say... . On Mount Pitt they were fortunate enough to obtain, in an abundance almost incredible, a species of aquatic birds, answering
the description of that known by the name of the Puffin. These birds came in from the sea every evening, in clouds literally darkening
the air...’ The food source might have been ‘provident’ for the convicts and marines, but the bird’s luck soon ran out, giving the name
providence petrel a certain irony.
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Extermination of the providence petrel led to a string of harmful ecosystem
effects, such as mineral deficient soils, root diseases of Norfolk pine and flow-on
conservation issues for the Norfolk Island green parrot. Photo: David Cook

Next-generation conservation –
analysing ancient DNA
Although we were able to use DNA to identify how providence
petrels came to be on Phillip Island, we don’t know whether
the extinct Norfolk colony was genetically novel or whether it
exchanged genes with other colonies. Furthermore, we lack
knowledge of how many birds moved to other colonies prior to
their extinction on Norfolk. Our research simply couldn’t tell us
how much this immigration offset the processes that drove earlier
extinctions. DNA analysis of subfossil material has revealed extinct
populations that, in fact, represented undescribed, distinct species
– an unrecognised loss of biodiversity.
Our current study provides a rare opportunity to address
the knowledge gap. When considering the extinction risk of a
seabird colony, a key question is the extent to which it receives
immigrants from elsewhere. Newcomers may offset local
ecological disturbances. The aim of our current research is to
analyse ‘ancient DNA’ from subfossil Norfolk specimens for
unrecognised taxonomic or genetic distinctiveness lost during
the Norfolk extinction. We can then quantify whether it declined
in the absence of immigration.
Subfossil specimens of providence petrel were recovered
as part of the Richard Holdaway and Atholl Anderson
paleontological digs on Norfolk Island from 1995 to 1997.
Sequencing of genetic markers will be performed from
paleontological material and DNA capture, and next-generation
sequencing will be employed to sequence all ancient material.
All molecular analysis of paleontological material will be
conducted within the Australian Centre for Ancient DNA (ACAD)
at the University of Adelaide, under the direction of Associate
Professor Jeremy Austin (see page 31 for Austin’s work on night
parrots). ACAD is a leader in ancient DNA techniques. Analysing
ancient molecular data may reveal to us the rates of movement
by providence petrels among colonies, population sizes, and
historical trends in abundance (stable or declining, for instance).
The history of providence petrels is the most complete record
of the nature and extent of human harvesting of an insular
breeding population of Pterodroma. It provides an insight into the
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The historic presence of brown goshawks might explain
differences in nocturnal or diurnal return to the nest between
populations. Photo: Adam S Kraska

sizes of breeding populations of petrels on many islands of the
South Pacific before human intervention. It also indicates how
rapidly sizable petrel populations can be destroyed by human
contact. By assessing taxonomic and genetic distinctiveness lost
during the Norfolk extinction, our study seeks to understand
the biodiversity impacts of human activities. In addition, it
will assess how immigration might decrease the risks of local
extinction when threats are due to localised issues, which has
significant conservation implications for predicting the resilience
of seabird colonies.
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A feral arrival to Norfolk in the
1940s was the ship rat, which
feasts on eggs and presents a
threat to the island’s avian species
if left unchecked. Flooding of
burrows and long-line fishing
also threaten petrels.
Photo: Simon NL West

